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1. human
Sentence: Human kindness and human error are people traits.
Definition: having the characteristics of people

2. exact
Sentence: We counted the exact number to be accurate.
Definition: precise and accurate in all details

3. award
Sentence: The award for the best speller was a trophy.
Definition: something given to honor an achievement

4. behave
Sentence: The polite girls behave like young ladies.
Definition: to conduct oneself in an appropriate manner

5. credit
Sentence: I receive credit and praise for my good work.
Definition: recognition for accomplishment

6. basic
Sentence: Numbers are a basic building block in math.
Definition: simple, relating to a starting point

7. vivid
Sentence: The vivid pictures were colorful and clear.
Definition: extremely clear or bright

8. evil
Sentence: The wicked person committed evil deeds.
Definition: morally wrong or bad



9. modern
Sentence: In modern times, people write more e-mails than letters.
Definition: having to do with the present time

10. nation
Sentence: Our president addressed the nation on TV.
Definition: a community of people under one government

11. robot
Sentence: A mechanical robot does dangerous tasks safely.
Definition: a mechanical device able to perform tasks

12. panic
Sentence: In case of a fire, be calm and don't panic.
Definition: be overcome with fear or anxiety

13. select
Sentence: Select your favorite from among these.
Definition: to pick something out

14. cousin
Sentence: My cousin is the son of my aunt.
Definition: the child of an uncle or aunt

15. item
Sentence: I chose a single item from the collection.
Definition: a single unit in a group

16. police
Sentence: The police helped a lost boy find his mom.
Definition: officers who protect people and fight crime

17. prefer
Sentence: Do you prefer chocolate over vanilla?
Definition: like or favor

18. menu
Sentence: The menu contained a list of food choices.



Definition: list of restaurant foods or other choices

19. novel
Sentence: The novel was on sale at the bookstore.
Definition: a long book of fiction

20. deserve
Sentence: His brave actions deserve a reward.
Definition: to be entitled to, to be worthy of

21. autumn
Sentence: In autumn, green leaves turn orange and gold.
Definition: the season between summer and winter

22. nuisance
Sentence: The fly buzzing in my ear is a nuisance.
Definition: an inconvenience or bother

23. column
Sentence: The tall column seemed to support the roof.
Definition: a supporting vertical post or pillar

24. logic
Sentence: Use logic and reason to find the answer.
Definition: science or study of reasoning principles

25. laser
Sentence: The laser shot a red beam of light.
Definition: a device for creating a narrow beam of light
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